
 



 



Issue 10 
Welcome to the tenth and final issue of the BBColumn magazine, we are the biggest boxing website in  

Birmingham and the Black Country and are committed to reporting on all aspects of the noble art in our area.  
In the quarterly magazine you will find reports on all the professional shows from the last 3 month’s that have 

happened in Birmingham and the Black Country. We also have interviews and in-depth reports on some of the 
 top fighters in the Midlands and also pick out some of the top prospects to look out for. We hope you enjoy 

reading the articles and reports which have been re-edited from our website to give you a hard copy of what we 
do.  

We would love to get your feedback so please feel free to contact us via email - or via Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter. Also, if you would like to advertise in the magazine or on the website please contact us via the same  
channels. Once again thank you for reading the magazine and please continue to check out bbcolumn.com 

 for all your boxing news in Birmingham and the Black Country 

Bbcolumn.com 

 

Welcome to Fightden 
Welcome to Fightden is the flagship show on the Birmingham Boxing 

Column's YouTube channel. Dexter Hastings has interviewed some of the 

top fighters in Birmingham and the Black Country which includes the likes 

of Sam Eggington, Craig Cunningham, Tommy Langford and Frankie 

Gavin. With over 100 shows behind him Dexter has established the show 

as a must see for Midland’s boxing fans. 

 

To check out all the interviews please go to our YouTube site 

Birmingham Boxing Column 
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BCB Back With A Bang! 
Written by Dan Mole 

 
It was a night of high drama in the Stadium Suite at Walsall FC on Sunday evening as 
BCB Promotions made their long-awaited return following a COVID-19 enforced 
absence. The Midlands’ Premier Promoters, the busiest in the UK, returned with a 
bang in front of a capacity crowd at the Banks’s Stadium. The three-fight dinner show 
had it all; some famous faces, a surprise KO and a couple of stellar debutants from the 
next generation of BCB stars. 
The night started with respected boxing journalist Steve Bunce interviewing a host of 
BCB fighters in the ring as Stoke’s favourite son, Nathan Heaney, WBC International 
Silver Welterweight Champion, IBF and WBO European Super Flyweight Champion, 
Ijaz Ahmed, and hot prospects Owen Cooper Macauley Owen were all introduced. 
Conah Walker and James Beech Jr, who are both in action in the coming weeks, were 
also part of the pre-fight build up. 
 

The first fight of the evening saw a real upset as 
Wolverhampton-based light heavyweight, Andy Owen, was 
stopped by Hungarian Norbert Szekeres. Owen, boxing out of 
Wolverhampton Boxing Club, was hoping to build on a solid 
pro debut back in June and started the bout full of 
confidence. Working well behind a stiff jab, the 34-year-old 
kept his shorter opponent at range and was working the head 
and body to good effect. The second round started in a 
similar fashion before disaster struck. A short overhand right 
from Szekeres dazed the man from Perton. Szekeres then 
pounced and landed a hat-trick of right hooks as Owen, still 
dazed, failed to get his guard up before tumbling to the 
canvass. On unsteady legs, referee-for-the-evening Kevin Parker rightly waved the contest off. It was a steep 
learning curve for Owen who will no doubt learn and come again. It was, however, a better evening for the two 
debutants also on the card. 

 
 
Dudley welterweight Ethan Collins impressed over four rounds against the 
teak tough Paul Cummings. The former Darlaston Boxing Club starlet 
looked at home in the paid ranks as he went through the gears, landing a 
good range of shots throughout. The 23-year-old will have learnt much 
from the bout, which was scored 40-36 in his favour. 
 
 
 

Topping the bill was Walsall’s Ryan Woolridge who 
stepped in with Bloxwich-based road warrior, Kearon 
Thomas. 
Woolridge and his coach, Pete Hickenbottom, are both 
big Walsall FC fans, so the pair were in their element at 
the Banks’s Stadium. Both trainers of the main event 
fighters made sacrifices to be with their charges for the 
evening. Pete’s wife, Diane, was celebrating her birthday 
on fight night whilst fellow BCB Trainer, Gavin Burrows’ 
partner was in labour with their second child. 20-year-old 
Woolridge showed maturity beyond his years as he 
worked the wily Thomas for every minute of every round 
of their 4×3’s contest. There were stages midway 
through where it looked like Woolridge may have got his 
man out but credit to Thomas who bit down on his 
gumshield and deservedly saw the final bell. There were no doubts as to the winner though as Woolridge picked 
up a 40-36 debut win to mark a wonderful return for BCB Promotions. 
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Great Performance Form Windle in British title Defeat 
 
 

 
Birmingham’s ‘Poet with a Punch’ Matt Windle (30) put on a great display 
as he moved up a weight to take on Tommy Frank (28) for the British 
Flyweight title (18, 9, 21). The fight was scheduled over 12 three-minute 
rounds and was in Frank's home town of Sheffield at the Ponds Forge 
arena. Both fighters weighed in the day before 7 stone 13 refereeing on 
the day was John Latharn. 
 
 
 

Steady start to the first by both fighters with Frank taking the 
centre of the ring just shading the round. Windle came out 
with purpose in the second as he let his hand go and got 
some good shots off, Windle was then caught with a cracking 
right hand which put him down, he took a eight count then 
continued to battle until the end of the round. Frank work well 
behind a long jab and got some big shots off at he start of the 
third, Windle battled back hard and got some good 
combinations off but Frank who looking a lot bigger edged the 
round. Battling round by both fighters as Windle worked hard 
on the inside but was getting caught by Frank with eye-
catching uppercuts, Frank won the round, 

 
Windle pressure started to pay off in the fifth as he got some nice 
combinations in on the inside to win the round. Windle continued to 
pressure and press in the sixth and got some great shots off but Frank 
showed great movement and picked his shots well but this was Windle’s 
round. Windle used his speed and great combinations going in and out in 
the seventh, Frank got some good shots in but Windle nicked this one. 
Frank started to work behind his jab again and controlled the eighth, 
Windle continued to press but Frank won this one. 
Aggressive start by Windle to the ninth but Frank used his jab well to keep 
him at bay, Frank ended the round strong to win it. Windle got some nice 
combinations off at the start of the tenth but Frank took control with some 
big shots, Windle stayed with him and got a share of the round. Loads of 
heart showed but Windle in the eleventh as he continued to get some 

great combinations in but Frank banged in the eye-catching shots to win the round. Both fighters went for it in the 
final round, Windle pressed but the big shots came from Frank as he won the round.  
 

The judges had it like this Michael Alexander had it 117-111 to Frank, Howard Foster gad it 118 – 109 Frank 
and Terry O’Connor had it 117 – 110 to Frank. Myself I had it 117 to 111 to Frank. 

 
Dexter’s Thought’s  

Windle put on a great performance tonight and left it all in the ring, he had moved up a 
weight and gone to Frank’s home town for his chance at winning a Lonsdale belt. Frank 
looked much bigger than Windle at the weight and I think the day before weigh in was a 
big factor in this fight. They both came in 7 stone 13 but I have a feeling Frank came in 
much heavier than that. Frank’s jab was the key to him winning this fight but Windle was 
always in a lot of the rounds and the score cards did not reflect how close this fight was. 
The Knockdown early in the fight was key as well it was a great right-handed but I think 
Windle showed his experience asking the eight-count getting his head together and 
working his way back into the fight. I’m sure Windle will learn from this and will come back 
and compete for this title again. I look forward to seeing ‘The Matt Man’ again.  
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Crash, Bang, Wollop 

BcB Promotions 

 

 

BcB Promotions held there second show since Lockdown at the Stadium 

Suite Bescot stadium Walsall (26,9,21). The show was scheduled to have 

four bouts of boxing but unfortunately Ahmeen Khakid's opponent pulled 

out on the day and they could not find him another opponent. On the card 

we had Traian Tudosache and James Beech Jr doing 4 three-minute 

round fights and topping the bill doing a six rounder you had Kane Baker. 

Refereeing the show, you had Kevin Parker and Chris Dean. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kicking off the show you have Traian 

Tudosache making his debut and was 

taking on the experienced Paul Cummings. 

Tudosache weighed in 10 stone 7 with 

Cummings coming in 11 stone dead for this 

four rounder.  

Cummings came out with intent in the first 

round getting good combination off to the 

head and body, Tudosache came back with 

some very eye-catching shots to get a 

share of the round. Cummings continued 

his good work in the second pushing 

Tudosache back and getting some good 

combinations off, Tudosache came back 

with some heavy shots but Cummings won 

the round. 

Both fighters had there moments in the thirdbwith Tudosache getting some eye-catching combinations off but 

Cummings pressed and got good shots off and showed good work rate to get a share of the round. Tudosache 

came out fast in the final round and his work rate won him this one putting great combinations together as 

Cummings began to tier. 

 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 38 to 38 a draw, I had it 39 to 39 a draw . 

 

Next up we had James Beech jr doing a four rounder in 

front of a lot of his fans present. Beech was taking on 

veteran Dean Jones in a super lightweight contest with 

Beech coming in 9 stone 13 and Dean coming in 9 

stone eight. 

Beech started the first round fast but Jones moved well 

to slip a lot of them and came back with shot of his 

own, Beech won the round on his work rate. Beech put 

the pressure on in the second and showed great 

combinations and work rate to win the round. 

In the third Beech showed great shot picking and 

movement as Jones pressed and pressured but Beech 

won the round. In the final round Beech started to 

show his British class as he picked great shots and showed great movement to win the round. 

 

The Ref Kevin Scored it 40 to 36 Beech, I had it the same. 
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The main event of the night was Kane 

Baker who was taking on Dean Evans in 

a six-round contest in the lightweight 

division. Baker weighed in 9 stone 11 and 

Evans came in the same with Chris Dean 

reffing. 

Both fighters got off to good starts in the 

first, Baker won the round with the more 

eye-catching shots. Baker poured on the 

pressure from the start in the second as 

Evans switch hitting to no avail. Baker 

worked behind a good jab to win the 

round with ease. Kane showed why 

Matchroom love him in the third as he 

stepped up the pace and banged in some 

real good shots winning the round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baker continued to box well in the fourth and was 

putting some great combinations together; Evans 

came back with some big shots of his own but 

this was Baker’s round. Great fifth round as both 

fighters let there hands go and got good shots off, 

Baker came out on top with some crisp 

combinations. Baker took the centre of the ring in 

the final round and moved wall as Evans got 

some shots off, Baker then got some good 

combinations off in a scrappy final round. 

 

 

 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 60 to 54 Baker, I scored it the same. 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

It was good to see the likes of James Beech Jr and Kane Baker doing cameos 

on the BCB show before going back to big show on TV. Baker put an 

impressive display in tonight and never looked in any trouble as he cruised to 

victory. He will be on another BcB show next month and I look forward to 

seeing him there. 

James Beech jr looked good in his four-round contest, this seemed just yo be 

about getting him another W in the win box as he looks to get back in title 

contention again. 

Tudosache got a draw on his debut but showed some good shot picking and 

some very eye-catching heavy shots. I have to give massive respect to 

journeyman Paul Cummings  who used his half a stone weight advantage and 

pressed and pushed the debutant a round the ring and banged in some great 

combinations. I had it as a draw but you could definitely make an argument for Cummings winning this one, great 

performance. 

BcB Promotions are back on the 1st of October in Wolverhampton at the Hanger suite, I am looking forward to this 

show. 
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Walker Completes Demolition Job 

 
Welterweight Midlands area champ Conah Walker was in no mood to waist any time in 

the main event of BcB's show ‘Someone’s 0 has got to go’ at the Hangar venue 

Wolverhampton (1.10.21). The 26-year-old from Wolverhampton was supposed to be 

defending his Midlands area title against Jamie Stewart but after Stewart pulled out of the 

contest BcB managed to get unbeaten MTK fighter Jack Ewbank to step in in a 6-round 

contest. Both fighters weighed in 10 stone 9 with Walker boasting a record of 9 wins and 1 

draw and Stewart having a record of 4 with out defeat with Chris Dean reffing. 

 

 

 

When the bell went Walker came out with intent and banged 

in some big shots to Stewart’s body and head. Stewart 

looked like a rabbit in the headlights as Walker poured 

forward putting him down with a flurry of punches. Ewbank 

got to his feet and continued and was put down again but ref 

Chris Dean classed it as not a knockdown as Walker hit him in 

the back of the head. Ewbank took his time to recover before 

the ref started the contest again, Walker then continued to 

come forward with big shots with Ewbank having no answer 

and being put down for the second time. Ewbank managed 

to get to his feet but did not look like he wanted to continue, 

in my opinion the fight should have been called off at that 

point but the ref checked Ewbank and let him continue. 

Walker then banged in 3 or 4 more big shots before the ref eventually stopped the fight to the cheers of the home fans.  

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

 

What a statement by Walker tonight, you could see from the first bell he was in no mood to 

mess around. There was a lot made of Ewbank being unbeaten but I really don’t think he 

had fought anyone of the level of Walker. I got to say Walker looked in great shape and in 

the short time he was in the ring showed controlled aggression and picked his shots well 

and should now be looking to move up to English title status. The Column look forward to 

seeing Walker fight again soon. 
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Someone’s 0 has got to go 

BcB Promotions Undercard 
 

 

On the undercard of the BcB Promotions Show 

‘Someone’s ‘0’ has got to go’ with Midland’s 

area champ Conah Walker headlining there 

were six bouts of boxing (1.10.21). On the 

undercard there were five 4 round contests 

over three minutes and a female contest over 

six, two-minute rounds. In the home corner you 

had four debutants in Lewis Morris, Jermaine 

Osbourne Edwards, Olli Cooper and Alex 

Round, you also had Ethan Collins having his 

second fight and Wolverhampton’s female 

fighter Kirstie Bavington. 

 

Kicking off the show you had Lewis Morris taking on 

Reiss ‘Showy’ Taylor in a four round Bantamweight 

contest. Morris weighed in 8 stone 3 and Showy came in 

8 stone 5 with Chris Dean reffing. 

There was no feeling out in the first as both fighters let 

there hand go, Morris who towered over the southpaw 

Taylor and won the round with the cleaner shots. Morris 

controlled the ring in the second as Taylor battled hard 

but is was size that was winning this fight with Morris 

banging in some heavy right-hands. 

Taylor tried hard to close the gap in the third with big 

right hands, but Morris controlled the distance and got 

some good shots off to edge the round. Scrappy final 

round as Taylor continued to press but Morris kept the distance and won the round. 

 

Ref Chris Dean had it 40 to 36, I had it the same. 

 

 

Next up we had Ethan Collins taking on Des Newton in a four round welterweight contest, both fighters came in at 

10 stone 9 with Shaun Messer refereeing. 

 

Nice movement and shot picking in the first from Collins but 

sometimes seemed to fall over his feet as he was to 

enthusiastic to get at Newton. Newton had some joy but Collins 

won this round. Collins again picked his shots well in the second 

and moved and slipped shot winning the round. 

Lovely combinations from Collins in the third as he switch hit as 

Newton continued to press as Collins was starting to look tired. 

Newton pressed but Collins picked some lovely combinations as 

he moved well, Newton continued to walk Collins down and 

seemed to be enjoying the fight but Collins won the round. 

 

 

 

Ref Shaun Messer scored it 40 to 36 I had it the same. 
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Next on he card was debutant Ollie Cooper who was taking on veteran Journeyman Kevin McCauley in a four 

round Middleweight contest. Cooper came in 11 stone 6 with McCauley coming in 11 stone 8 with Chris Dean 

reffing. 

 

McCauley came out quick in the first and got some big right-

hands off, Cooper boxed well behind a nice southpaw jab to 

win the round. Some great one, twos from Cooper in the 

second who was banging in heavy shots, McCauley moved 

well and covered up to see the round out. 

More big combinations in the third from Cooper who 

controlled the round with some heavy one, twos as 

McCauley was in survival mode. Cooper continued to bang 

in big one, twos in the final round as McCauley could only 

cover up to see the final bell. 

 

Referee Chris Dean scored it 40 to 36 Cooper I had it the same. 

 

We then had a female Welterweight contest over six two-minute rounds between Wolverhampton’s Kirstie 

Bavington who was taking on debutant Beccy Ferguson. Bavington came in 10 stobec1 and Ferguson comes in 9 

stone 12 with Shsun Messer. 

 

Both fighters came out swinging in the first as Bavington tried to 

put it on the debutant, Ferguson fought back hard but Bavington’s 

pressure won her the round. Bavington poured on the pressure in 

the second as Ferguson fought hard on the back foot, Bavington 

dominated the round with pure pressure. Bavington continued to 

pour the pressure on in the third with Ferguson battling hard but 

Bavington won the round. 

In the fourth Ferguson started to let her hands go and was 

starting to win the battles when they traded shots, Bavington 

continued to press but I’d give this round to Ferguson. The fifth 

was another good round for Ferguson as she got good shots off, 

Bavington came back strong near the end could no split them. Bavington continued to pressure in the final round 

but seemed to be tiring, Ferguson banged in some nice shots but Bavington won the round. 

 

Ref Shaun Messer scored it 60 to 55 to Bavington, I had it 59 to 56 Bavington. 

 

Next up was a super Welterweight contest over 4 rounds between Jermaine Osbourne Edwards and M J Hall. 

Edwards came in 10 stone 7 with Hall coming in 10 stone 9 with Chris Dean reffing. 

 

Not much in the first round as both fighters had there moments, even 

round. Edwards started to let his hands go in the second and got some 

eye-catching shots off, Hall moved well but itbwas Edwards who finished 

stronger. 

Edwards took full control in the third as the two southpaws went at it, Hall 

continued to move well but Edwards was always in control. Edwards 

came out strong in the final round and was looking for a big finish for his 

big support, Hall continued to move well and stayed out of trouble to see 

the final bell. 

 

Ref Chris Dean Scored it 40 to 36 to Edwards I had it 40 to 37 Edwards. 
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The final fight on this cracking undercard was Alex Round taking on Kearon Thomas in a four round super 

Middleweight contest. Round weighed in 11 stone 6 with Thomas coming in the same with Shaun Messer 

refereeing. 

 

In the first Alex came out firing banging in shots to the head 

and body of his opponent, Thomas got replied with some good 

shots but Alex won this one. Both fighters went toe too toe in 

the second as they banged in big shots, Alex came out on top 

in this round with the more accurate and heaver shots. 

Alex gave himself some space in the third and let big 

combinations off with Thomas still trying to get on the inside, 

Alex won the round. Alex poured on the pressure in the final 

round banging in big shots all the way through, Thomas came 

back with shots of his own but Alex won the round.  

Ref Shaun Messer scored it 40 to 36, I had it the same. 

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

What a great undercard this was and a great venue to have it in, the atmosphere in the 

Hangar venue was one of the best I have been at. There were no real big surprises in 

these fights as the home corner got a clean swipe winning every fight. All the debutants 

looked impressive and some like Edwards brought big support with them, it will be very 

interesting to see how far they can go. 

The fight that stood out for me was the female one between Bavington and Ferguson, 

Bavington showed why she has fought on big shows as she really put it on the debutant 

and showed controlled aggression and pressure to win the fight convincingly. But I have to 

say I was very impressed with her opponent Ferguson, for one just taking a six-round 

contest against someone as good as Bavington on her debut. I thought Ferguson looked like she has the potential 

to be a very accomplished boxer as at points in the fight she boxed well especially on the back foot and finished 

the contest strong. I will be looking forward to see how her career plans out.  
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Fields & Gibbs 

In Ultimate Boxxer Event 

 
The Ultimate Boxxer tournaments are back, and will 

be bigger than ever on there new platform of Sky 

Sports. The tournament mirrors the old prize-fight 

events with 8 fighters competing with the eventual 

winner winning three fights over three, three-

minute rounds in one night. The first Ultimate 

Boxxer show on Sky sports will be at Super 

Lightweight and will be held in Liverpool at the M & 

S Bank Arena on November 6th.  

Birmingham will be well represented with two very 

fighters with very contrasting styles throwing there 

hats in the ring. 

Coming out of Eastside gym you have the highly 

talented and unbeaten beaten Cori Gibbs who will 

be going into this contest as one of the favourites. 

Gibbs has a very impressive record of 13 wins 

without defeat but has not fought since June of 

2019. Gibbs has had one 8 rounder, two 6 rounder’s and 10 four rounders’ during his career. He was also a very 

accomplished amateur boxer and has won multiple titles before turning over to the professional ranks. He will defiantly be 

one of the fighters to watch in this tournament and must be one if the favourites. 

The other fighter representing Birmingham is Cogan’s Corners inspirational fighter Ben Fields. Fields (31) has an amazing 

and inspirational story and has shown anything is impossible if you have the will to change. Fields who turned over to the 

pros just to be a journey man but after beating a number of unbeaten fighters on the road he was renamed ‘The ‘0’ Taker’ 

by the Birmingham Boxing Column which has stuck with him. Fields on paper has the worst record in this tournament with 

ten wins, ten defeats and two draws, but seven on his wins have been against unbeaten fighters on the road. Fields has also 

fought a few of the fighters in the event before with big wins over Kane Gardener and Nathan Bennett, he has also took on 

Lee Appleyard in an English eliminator where he lost on points. Fields trainer Shaun Cogan told the Column “This event is 

made for Ben, his style is perfect for these short three round fights” Fields has also completed in two Midlands area title 

fights winning the Super Lightweight area title against Alex Fearon on points and losing to the talented Kaisee Benjamin on 

point for the Welterweight title. 

Also in the event you have Sean Dodd, Tom Farrell, Kane Gardener, Levi Kinsiona, Lee Appleyard and Nathan Bennett. The 

show is live on Sky Sports on the 6th of November in Liverpool, contact the boxers for tickets. 

 

Dexter’s Thoughts  

Well after Sky Sports said goodbye to Matchroom I did think that the channel would struggle 

to get top level boxing back, but they have. I remember the old Prize-fighter shows on Sky 

which were fantastic and entertaining shows which the ultimate boxxer tournaments are 

based on. Cori Gibbs has got to go in this as one of the favourites as he is unbeaten and had a 

great amateur pedigree, but will this format suit his style? There is no doubt that he is an 

outstanding boxer but like his stable mate Kaisee Benjamin found out the ultimate Boxxer 

shows are intense and you need to start fast. But if he starts like his brother Tion did in his 

Midlands area victory a few weeks ago I think he will be a serious contender to get that 

golden robe. 

Like Ben Fields Coach Shaun Cogan said, this contest is made for ‘The ‘0’ Taker’ and I have to 

agree. Fields ragamuffin style is made for these three round fights and he is more than capable tof keeping up that 

relentless pressure for 9 rounds and is a serious threat to anyone in this event. He started boxing to beat addiction and has 

one of the most inspirational stories in the fight game as he went from a ‘Road man’ to ‘Journeyman’ to a title contender. 

Both fighters have a serious shout at winning this contest and let’s hope these two Brummie fighters don’t meet until the 

final. 
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Back With A Bang 2 

Tommy Owens Promotions  
 

 

 

Tommy Owens Promotions had there second show since the lockdowns at the H-

Suite Edgbaston (9.10.21). The show consisted of 5 contests of boxing with 4 being 

over four three-minute rounds and the main event being over 6 rounds. All the home 

fighters came from the D&A boxing gym with 3 of them making their pro debuts. The 

main event was D&A's Ishmael Ellis looking to get back to winning ways taking on 

Cogan’s Corner's Sean Davis, Referee on the night was Shaun Messer. 

 

 

 

 

Kicking off the show we had a exhibition contest over 4, three-minute rounds between debutant Elliott Sowe taking 

on Kieron Mcaffe. 

Sowe came out from the first bell and at not one point did this look like an exhibition, Sowe let his hand go like he 

was fighting for a world title. Sowe continued to pile on the pressure in the second with some great combinations 

to the cheers of his fans. Some seemed to calm down a bit in the third and remembered that it was an exhibition 

and he boxed really well behind a nice jab. In the fourth Sowe looked nice and tidy and showed that he could work 

well on the inside as well as the outside, very good performance. 

 

Next up was the Umar Anjum who was having his second 

professional fight against Ryan Hibbert  in a cruiserweight 

contest. Anjum weighed in 12 stone 12 with Hibbert coming 13 

stone 2.  

A junior controlled the first round from the start to finish picking 

his shots well as Hibbert covered up. Anjum again put his 

punches together and picked out some nice combinations to win 

the second round. The third was another round where Anjum 

picked some great shots and worked Hibbert for the whole round 

to win it. Anjum again controlled the final round from start to 

finish with great combinations and shot picking for a clean sweep 

win. 

Shaun Messer scored the fight 40 to 36 Anjum, I had it the same. 

 

The third fight of the night was D&A debutant Tyler Christopher who was taking on Cogans Corners Road warrior 

Josh Hodgins in a 4-round contest.  

 

Hodgins moved well in the first around the ring but Christopher Controlled the 

round with nice jabs and great one, twos. Hodgins started to press in the 

second but Christopher moved well using his jab and some nice combinations 

to win the round. Christopher got some nice combinations in the third but 

Hodgins continued to press forward but was get caught with shots and not 

throwing enough to get anything out of the round. In the final round Hodgins 

came out with loads of pressure but Christopher controlled the round with 

some great one, twos. Christopher then caught Hodgins with a nice right hand 

which knocked Hodgins who already seemed to be unbalanced onto the ropes 

and some how slipped though them and out of the ring on to the floor. Hodgins 

got to his feet got back into the ring and carried on like nothing had happened, 

he then continued to press and wobbled Christopher with a nice left hook but Christopher took control of the round 

again to win it. 

Shaun Messer Scored it 40 to 36 to Christopher, I had it the same. 
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The final four rounder was another debutant 

Josh Anderson took on Michael Young in the super Bantamweight division. 

 

Anderson started fast in the first and got some good shots off, Young 

came back with shots of his own but Anderson won the round. In the 

second Young made Anderson work for the whole of the round as he 

banged in good shots, but Anderson rose to the challenge and won the 

road. Young continued to press in the third and ask questions of 

Anderson who had to battle hard to get a share of this rounds. The 

final round was a battling one with both fighters digging deep with 

Anderson looking drained at the end but battle hard to see the final 

bell. 

 

Shaun Messer scored it 39 to 38 to Young myself 39 to 38 Anderson. 

 

The main event was against Ishmael Ellis against Sean Davis in the welterweight division. 

 

Davis moved well in the first and got some good shots off but it 

was Ellis who nicked the round with the better shots. Davis had joy 

in bits of the round but Ellis with his work rate and jab won him the 

round. Ellis controlled the round with his jab but Davis continued to 

press and make it a entertaining contest. 

Ellis danced around the ring in the fourth as Davis pressed with 

Ellis picking his shots well winning the round. Ellis continued to 

pick his shots in the fifth well as he moved around the ring with 

Davis pressed him. Davis had a real go in the final round and let 

his hands go to work Ellis to the final bell. 

 

 

Shaun Messer had it 59 to 56 Ellis, I had it the same. 

 

Dexter’s Thoughts  

Well D&A school of boxing was well represented at this Tommy Owens Promotions 

show and I got to say it was highly entertaining.  

We start with the ’exhibition’ fight, Sowe had a lot of support at the H-Suite and this 

exhibition was more like a debut which wasn’t a bad thing as it was highly 

entertaining.  Sowe looked like a very skilful boxer who just seemed eager to show 

his followers a great fight, I look forward to seeing his proper debut. 

Umar Anjum put on a very measured and skilful display as he added to his first win 

with another one, this was a very impressive victory. 

Tyler Christopher was very impressive against the tough journeyman Josh Hodgins, 

he moved well and picked great shots to keep Hodgins at bay. Hodgins showed how 

tough he was in the final round where he lost his balance a fell though the robe 

ending up out of the ring getting up and carrying on. Christopher was very impressive and I look forward to his 

next fight. 

I felt sorry for Josh Anderson and getting beat in his first fight especially because I had him just nicking it by a 

point. His opponent Young definitely didn’t come to make up the numbers and I can see why Shaun Messer gave 

it him, it was that close. Anderson hopefully will learn from this defeat and with come back a better fighter and win 

his next fight. 

It was great to see Sean Davis back in the ring after nearly 2 years even if he was fighting 2 weights above him 

normal division. He gave Ellis a good and very entertaining fight over 6 rounds and brought the best out of Ellis 

who looked good winning this fight. Ellis needed this win after a couple of defeats and I’m sure will be looking to 

get on the title trail again real soon. 

I look forward to the next Tommy Owens Promotions show at the end of the month. 
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BCB Utilita Arena Round-Up As Davies Claims WBC Strap 
 

A host of BCB fighters were in action last night at the Utilita Arena in Birmingham writes Matt Farrington. 

Worcester’s Owen Cooper, Telford’s Macauley Owen and Walsall’s Ryan Woolridge were all victorious with 

Cooper and Owen getting their opponents out early with impressive stoppages. 

Towards the top of the card, two of BCB’s brightest prospects, Liam Davies and Danny Ball were in action on a 

Frank Warren show full of Midlands boxing talent. 

 

 

 

 

Danny Ball challenged British and Commonwealth Welterweight 

Champion Ekow Essuman.  

Ball looked like he was going to try to box and counter at the start of 

the fight, but as Essuman met him in the middle, a scrap 

ensued.  Essuman looked compact, sharp and powerful as he 

ripped into Ball’s midsection early on with hooks and uppercuts. 

However, Ball rallied back with sharp counters and combinations. 

Both men were trading hard shots. A shootout from the start, it was 

unlikely that we would hear the final bell. Ball went down in the sixth 

after a barrage of shots from Essuman, who had him cornered. 

Blood poured from Ball’s mouth as the referee called off the 

fight. Essuman, the winner, retains his belts but both men have 

gained the respect and admiration of the many watching, for their 

grit and fearlessness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shortly after this, Liam Davies took to the ring to make his 11th 

appearance in a pro ring.  

This was a short turnover for Liam who fought in the same arena just 

two months earlier and scored a knockout victory. He returned with 

the same explosive energy and pleased his loud crowd of fans from 

his hometown Telford by delivering an entertaining scrap that was full 

of hard exchanges of punches. His opponent Dixon Flores put a lot of 

pressure on Davies from the opening bell and Liam had to take some 

good punches and adjust to win. Every round was competitive but 

ultimately the BCB man showed his class against a fiery and gritty 

opponent, who gave Davies no respect till the final bell.  

Davies won a clear, but hard-fought unanimous decision, to claim the 

WBC International Silver Super Bantamweight Title. 
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Rebel with a Cause 2 

Tommy Owens Promotions 

 

 

Tommy Owens Promotions was back at the Holte Suite Villa Park Birmingham to 

put on there final show in October called Rebel with a cause 2 (23.10.21). The 

show had seven fights on it with six of the fights being contested over 4 three-

minute rounds and the main event being over six three-minute rounds. Doing the 

four rounder sin the home corner you had Stead Woodall, Musa Moyo, Scott 

Melvin and Louise Fielding. Also, there were two debutants with Elliot Sowe and 

Brad Goldsmith completing the for round fights. The main event would be the 

talented Danny Quartermaine taking on Dean Evans over six rounds. Refereeing 

on the night you had Chris Dean and Shaun Messer. 

 

 

 

 

The first fight of the evening was the return of 

Steed Woodall after making his name in 

boxing over in America. Steed (27) in 

September came into this fight with a very 

impressive record of 15-wins 1 draw and only 

one defeat. Woodall who had not stepped in 

the squared circle since May of 2017 and 

would be taking on experience Journeyman 

Darryl Sharp in the Cruiserweight division. 

Woodall weighed in 12 stone 7 with Sharp 

coming in 12 stone 12 with Chris Dean 

reffing. 

Woodall controlled the centre of the ring in 

the first round with a nice sharp and hard jab, Sharp stayed away as Woodall kept it long. Woodall started to let 

his hands go in the second getting some heavy shots off, Sharp tried to stay away and let the odd shit off. In the 

third Woodall banged in some more Heavy shots as Sharp went into survival mode. Woodall turned up the heating 

the final round as he went though the gears letting his shots off while Sharp covered up to see the final bell. 

Referee Chris Dean had it 40 to 36 Woodall I had it the same myself. 

 

Next up you had Musa Moyo having his second fight 

after winning his first in September of this year, Mayo 

would be taking on Genadij Krajevskij in the light 

Heavyweight division. Anyone weighed in 12 stone 

with Krajevskij coming in 12 stone 1 with Shaun 

Messer refereeing. 

Mayo cane out swinging in the first and was looking 

for an early night as he banged in big shots from 

behind a good jab. Mayo was still looking for that 

knockout shot as he battered Krajevskij around the 

ring who tried to battle back but Mayo was bossing 

the fight. Mayo started the third steady but as soon 

as he caught Krajevskij with a big shot he went all 

out again rocking his opponent several times in the 

round. Mayo started to enjoy himself in the final round and played to the massive following he had brought a long 

as he danced and moved banging in big shots until the final bell rang.  

 

 

Ref Shaun Messer scored it 40 to 36 I had it the same. 
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The third contest of the evening was debutant 

Elliott Sowe taking on ‘The Bandit’ Josh Hodgins 

in a Middleweight contest. Sowe weighed in 10 

stone 7 with Hodgins coming in 11 stone with 

Chris Dean reffing. Back and fourth first round 

with Hodgins banging in some good shots but 

Sowe used his jab well to get some nice 

combinations off, even round. Sowe used his jab 

well in the second as Hodgins stroked him 

around the ring, Sowe won the round with better 

shots and a higher work rate. Sowe teed off with 

a nice jab in the third and got some nice 

combinations off, Hodgins reminded Sowe 

several time during the round that he was in a 

fight with some cracking left hooks. Hodgins 

battled hard as Sowe boxed well on the back foot, Hodgins continued to press and just nicked the round. 

 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 39 to 37 Sowe I had it 39 to 38 Sowe. 

 

 

Forth on the card was another debutant in Brad Goldsmith 

who was taking on the tough journeyman Jordan 

Grannum in a super Middleweight contest. Goldsmith 

weighed in 11 stone 11 with Grannum coming in at 12 

stone with Shaun Messer refereeing. 

Good start by Goldsmith as he pumped out a heavy jab to 

control the round and also got some nice combinations off. 

The second round was the same as the first with 

Goldsmith keeping it long behind a heavy jab and banging 

in big shots to Grannum’s head and body as he covered 

up. Goldsmith’s southpaw jab was working well in the third 

and continued to keep it long and get tidy combinations 

off. Granny had a go in the final round and made 

Goldsmith work and stay composed behind his jab that 

had been the key all night. 

 

Shaun Messer scored the contest 40 to 36 Goldsmith I had it the same. 

 

Number 5 on the card was the talented Scott Melvin who was 

having his second contest in his pro career. He would be taking 

on Constantin Radoi in a lightweight contest over four rounds. 

Both fighters weighed in the same 9 stone 9 with Chris Dean 

reffing this one. 

Melvin started the first round fast with some great combinations 

and seemed to be looking for his second stoppage of his career, 

Radoi stood strong and battled back getting some good shots off 

to make this a fight. In the second Melvin put his shots together 

well and control the ring with great movement and skill but Radoi 

always posed a threat. Melvin continued his good work in the 

third picking good combinations, but Radoi came back with good 

shots of his own but could not match Melvin’s work rate. Melvin 

popped great shots off in the final round and moved well around the ring but Radoi continued to be a threat as he 

fought back hard until the final bell. 

 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 40 on 37 Melvin, I had it 40 to 36 Melvin. 
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The sixth fight and the final four rounder was Louise Fielding taking on 

Stu Greener in a lightweight contest. Fielding weighed in 9 stone 12 

with Greener coming in 9 stone 13 with Shaun Messer refereeing. 

Fielding stayed behind his jab and got some nice one two’s off to win 

the first round. Better second round as Greener caught Fielding with a 

lovely right hook that seemed to wake Fielding up. Fielding then 

worked hard behind his jab to win the round. In the third Greener 

worked Fielding hard and got some nice shots in Fielding moved well 

and used his jab to get a share of the round. In the final round Fielding 

had to work hard and use all of his experience to hold off Greene’s 

attacks winning the round behind his jab. 

 

Ref Shaun Messer had it 40 to 37 I had it the same. 

 

 

The main event of the night was a six rounder in the lightweight 

division with the talented a Danny Quartermaine taking on Dean 

Evans. This was Denny’s first six rounder and his third fight. Both 

fighters weighed in 9 stone 11 with Chris Dean refereeing. 

Quartermaine came out fast in the first and got some good shots off, 

Evans fought back hard but Quartermaine used his speed and 

movement to win the round. In the second Quartermaine put some 

great shot together going to the head and body well, Evans was still 

Fame and fought back hard but Quartermaine dominated the round. 

The third was dominated by Quartermaine as he put together some 

fantastic combinations, Evans stood strong and saw the round out. Quartermaine continued to put great shots 

together to win the fourth round with ease. This was turning out to be a tough night for Evans as Quartermaine 

picked his shots well and started to take Evans apart but you had to give him credit for staying in there. The final 

round was another master class by Quartermaine as he showed his skill, speed and movement to win the round 

and the fight. 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 60 to 54 I had it the same. 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

Some great displays tonight by the home boxers but you had to give the away fighters credit for bringing the best 

out if these prospects. 

First up was Steed Woodall, I had heard a lot about him as he had made his name as a pro in America only losing 

once. You could see in the fight he just went though the gears and put his shots together well, I can see Woodall 

making waves in Britain now and with his Eastside gym behind him I definitely see big titles in his future. 

Musa Mayo put on a dominant performance bashing his opponent around the ring. He looks a lot bigger than his 

12 stone frame and brought a massive following that made themselves heard as he banged in big shot after big 

shot into his opponent. The question is will he be able to do what he is doing when he moves to a higher level, it 

will be interesting to see what happens when an opponent matches him. 

Elliot Sowe was made to work hard on his debut by Josh Hodgins tonight and I have to say I was impressed. He 

boxed well behind a nice jab against a fighter who does not know how to take a step back. Sowe’s movement and 

shot picking kept him out of danger in a very tough debut. Sowe will have learnt a lot from this fight and can be 

very happy with his performance. 

Goldsmith was very impressive tonight on his debut, his southpaw jab was sharp, fast and looked hurtful with 

some great combinations he is looking like a great prospect. 

Scott Melvin impressed tonight as well against a tough opponent who came to win. Melvin had to do it the long 

way this time which is not a bad thing as he needs to get the pro rounds in at the start of his career. His 

movement, shot picking and fast hands will take him a long way and he will defiantly see titles in his future. 

Louis Fielding won his contest with a clean sweep tonight, I have been informed that he could well be fighting 

Ishmael Ellis for a Midlands title. This will be a good contest as both fighters have fought for a Midlands title two 

time with both of them being unsuccessful in there attempts. I look forward to this fight 

Danny Quartermaine was in sensational form tonight and I was very impressed with him in his first six rounder. He 

is looking like a great prospect and who is destined to contend for titles. 

I would like to thank Tommy Owens Promotions for having the Column at there show 

 



Battling Fields Loses close fight to Farrell 

 

The ‘0-Taker’ Ben Fields put on a battling performance 

in the ultimate Boxxer tournament in Liverpool against 

the experience Tom Farrell (6.11.21). Fields was drew 

against Farrell from Liverpool in the quarter finals of 

the tournament which was being aired live on Sky 

sports with a £40000 prize money for in eventually 

winner. 

Fields weighed in 10 stone 1 with Farrell coming in 10 

stone 2 with Mark Lyson reffing the 3-round fight. 

Fields came out fast and strong and backed up Farrell 

for the whole of the round with his Ragga Mufffin style. 

Fields worked hard and out worked Farrell who had a 

bit of joy bear the end but this was Fields round. Fields 

continued to press Farrell in the second with Farrell 

boxing well on the back foot behind a nice jab. Fields 

banged in some sneaky shots to the side of Farrell’s 

head on the inside which ref Mark Lyson from 

Liverpool pulled him up about saying they were to the 

back of the head, Farrel won the round. Not one step 

back was taken by Fields who sometimes seemed to 

smothered his work as he pressed forward in the final 

round, the ref continued to moan about Fields Ragga 

Mufffin style with Farrell boxing well on the back foot 

just edging a very close round. 

The judges verdict was split with Ron Kearney scoring 

it 30 to 27 Farrell, John Latham had it 29 to 28 Farrell 

and Darren Sarginson scoring it 29 to 28 Fields, I had it 

29 to 28 Farrell in a very close contest. 

 

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

Gutted for Ben, the Cogan’s Corner warrior left it all in the ring in a very close 

defeat against the very experienced Farrell. Ben started well and I honestly 

thought he would overwhelm Farrell and win this fight with ease, but with the ref 

on his back from the start and Fields sometime smothering his own work Farrell 

managed to box well on the back foot to win the final two rounds. Fields looked 

very hyped up as he walked to the ring and as he pressed forward in the fight it 

just seemed that he was forcing it to much which wasn’t helped by the ref (who 

just happened to be from Liverpool) not liking Ben’s style of boxing. I got to say I 

thought Farrell boxed well in the second and third round and continued that 

momentum by reaching the final of the tournament. This was a very close contest 

and I think it came down to what you liked and maybe the ref influenced the 

judges after giving Fields several warnings. Fields can walk away from this fight 

with pride and I’m sure him and his trainer Shaun Cogan will regroup and come 

again as I don’t think the ‘0-Taker’s’ story is far from over. 
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Dexter’s Thought’s 

On his Latest Achievement 

 

So on the 21st of November I 

embarked on the task if doing 60 two 

minute rounds of sparring with one 

minute breaks at Cogans Corner Gym 

Digbeth. I set this challenge for myself 

after completing 50 rounds of sparring 

to raise money for Good Hope Hospital 

after they treated my brother for Covid-

19 and basically saved his life. I raised 

£2500 for them but this time I was 

looking to raise money for trauma kits 

to be placed in Pubs, Clubs and knife 

crime hotspots to potentially save 

someone life. The aim was to raise 

£1000 which if I had brought them from 

one of the sites online, I would have 

got 10 to 12 kits. I was very fortunate to 

be contacted by one of my old 

Newtown pals Andy Lea who informed 

me that his company would get me the 

kits at cost as it was for such a great 

cause. 

On the day of the event we had a good 

turn out but a lot of the fighters on the 

poster didn’t turn up, this didn’t really 

spoil the day as enough fighters turned 

up to complete the challenge. The spar 

went really well with me taking on 

Unlicensed Legend Malcom Stowe in 

over seven rounds which was a 

challenge in its self, another highlight 

was ex professional boxing Craig 

Cunningham doing 6 six rounds with 

me. Also we had WBC International 

Light-Heavyweight champ Shakan 

Pitters making an appearance with his 

WBC belt. This challenge was far from 

easy and I appreciated everyone who 

just came to support me, the final round was the most memorable one with Malcolm Stowe coming out in one for 

the ring Girls outfits and doing round 60. This may have been a big achievement for me but the hero’s of the day 

where the people who turned up sparred, supported me and of course donated.  

With all the donations now in I we hit over our target and I will be ordering 30 trauma kits, so that is 30 potential 

lives that will be saved. I really hope they are never used but if they are and one persons life is saved then it was 

all worth while. 

I would once again like to thank everyone who came to spar me or just came to support me and especially the 

people who donated big or small you made it all worth while. 

You may ask what’s next well I am contemplating do 75, or maybe going for the World record of 101 but right now 

all I want to do is get the kits out and enjoy Christmas. 
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Parker & Heaney Bring The House Down In Birmingham 

 

Zach Parker and Nathan Heaney both brought down their opponents with 

crunching body shots in Birmingham on Saturday evening writes Matt Farrington. 

The two BCB Promotions fighters brought crowds of fans back to Birmingham 

again for a night full of action which was broadcast live on BT Sport thanks to Hall 

of Fame Promoter, Frank Warren.Parker took to the ring first against Marcus 

Morrison. As number one contender for the WBO super middleweight world title 

he was looking to make a statement on the same night that the champ, ‘Canelo’, 

was later fighting.  

Zach, managed by Neil Marsh, blasted out Marcus Morrison with ease, finishing 

him in the 4th. He imposed his size with power punches early on and landed 

crunching body shots, which has become a trademark of his.He made it clear that 

he is keen to fight Saul “Canelo” Alvarez for the WBO Super Middleweight Title in 

the near future, but he also has said that he is interested in fighting Chris Eubank 

Jr. 

Eubank went the distance with Marcus Morrison earlier this year, winning it, but 

not as impressively as Parker did. 

After that, Nathan Heaney fought against Sladan Janjanin for 7 solid rounds before stopping him with a mean 

bodyshot. Sladan threw hard overhand rights to try and stop 

Heaney’s forward pressure and combinations, but in the end, he 

was too limited and basic to trouble Heaney much. 

Nathan had, once again, thousands of fans in the arena singing 

his iconic ring walk song ‘Delilah’ by Tom Jones. Heaney’s loyal 

and loud fan base has elevated him to main event status, he is 

now one of the biggest draws in the UK, however he was very 

honest in post fight interviews saying that he wants to get more 

experience; hopefully so he can get a British title at some 

point.The card also had other talented west midlands prospects 

such as Macaulay Owen, who is promoted and managed by BCB 

promotions. He won his second pro-outing via points, taking more 

time than in his first fight, where he demolished his opponent in 

one. 

BCB’s Sam Evans suffered a KO defeat against Denzel Bentley but it was great to see Sam back in the ring. 
There’s more to come 
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Gibbs Shines at Boxxer Tournament 

 
 

 

 

 

Eastside Box gyms Cori Gibbs showed his class at the Boxxer 

Tournament in the super Lightweight division (6.11.21). The tournament 

which is a prize fight style competition was held in Liverpool and was 

aired live on Sky sports with the winner receiving £40000 in prize money. 

Gibbs (28) from Birmingham was the favourite going into the tournament 

as he was unbeaten in 13 fights and had also had an outstanding 

amateur career before turning pro. 

 

 

 

 

 

Gibbs first fight was against the tough 37-year-old Sean 

Dodd from Merseyside with Dodd’s weighing in 10 stone 1 

and Gibbs coming into stone with Ron Kearney reffing. 

Great shot picking by Gibbs in the first as he switchhit and 

moved well around the ring, Dodd pressed and tried to 

turn it into a brawl but Gibbs stuck to his boxing and won 

the round. Dodd started the second round fast and hustled 

and banged in some good shots into Gibbs, Gibbs 

continued to move and get some good shots off on the 

back foot but Dodd just nicked this one for me. Dodd came 

out swinging in the final round as Gibbs tried to counter on 

the back foot. Dodd force Gibbs back winning the round 

with work rate and pressure. 

The judges had it like this, John Latham had itv29 to 28 

 

 Gibbs, Marl Lyson had it 29 to 28 Dodd, Darren Sarginson had it 29 to 28 Gibbs. I had it 29 to 28 Dodd but Gibbs 

went though on a split decision. 

 

 

In the semi final Gibbs took on Lee Appleyard who 

had beat Levi Kinsiona in the quarter final on a split 

decision, Appleyard weighed in 10 stone 1 with 

Mark Lyson reffing. 

Appleyard started the first round fast and forced 

Gibbs on the back foot, Gibbs then started to show 

his class picking nice sharp shots with great 

movement winning the round. Appleyard again 

started the second round fast charging forward 

putting pressure on, again Gibbs moved well picked 

his shots well and showed quality boxing to win the 

round. Gibbs controlled the ring at the start of the 

final round as he moved well, Appleyard managed 

to close the gap and poured on the pressure winning the round on work rate. 

 

The judges scored it like this Ron Kearney had it 29 to 28 Gibbs, John Latham scored it 29 to 28 Gibbs with 

Darren Sarginson had it 29 to 28 Gibbs, I had it the same. 
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In the Final fight Gibbs would be facing the 

experience Tom Farrell who had beat the 

dangerous Ben Fields and then the talented 

Kane Gardener in his two matches, Farrell 

weighed in 10 stone 2. 

Cagey start by both fighters in the first with 

Gibbs moving and picking his shots well 

switch hitting on the way to winning the 

round. Farrell came out firing putting it on 

Gibbs in the second, Gibbs stayed calm in 

front of a very hostile crowd picking his 

shots well, Farrell got some good shots off 

but Gibbs got this round for me. In the final 

round Gibbs boxed well on the back foot as 

Farrell left everything in the ring winning the round. 

 

The judges had it Ron Kearney had it 29 to 28 Gibbs, Mark Lyson had it 29 to 28 Farrell and Darren Sarginson 

had it 30 to 27 Gibbs, I had it 29 to 28 Gibbs. Gibbs Wins Boxxer tournament on a split decision. 

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

What a great performance by Cori Gibbs, he has been out of the ring for two year 

and come back with an excellent display of boxing. I have got to say I thought he 

may struggle in this format as in my option it suits the brawlers more than the boxers 

but Gibbs prove that, that was not the case. Gibbs struggled in the first fight against 

Dodd and on my card, he lost but the rounds were that close it was up to what you 

thought worked better. I’m glad he got though as he grew in the semi final and 

showed what a classy fighter he is and on a stage like this live on Sky sports he will 

be on a lot of fighters radar. He is now sixteen without defeat and has surely got to 

be looking at title like the English or British next year. He has a great team behind 

him at Eastside and I’m sure they have a plan for this very exciting fighter. But I’m 

sure he will enjoy spending his £40000 prize money on his kid and his family. The Birmingham Boxing Column 

would just like to congratulate Cori on a fantastic victory and look forward to seeing him again soon in the ring. 
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Hennessy Sports Show 

Undercard (13.11.21) 

 

Hennessy Sports held there November show at the Skydome 

Coventry (13,11,21) with the undercard being streamed live 

on Hennessy Sports YouTube channel. The joint main events 

where being aired live on Channel 5 later in the night Shakan 

Pitters taking on Reece Cartwright for the WBC light 

Heavyweight International title and River Wilson-Bent taking 

on Tyler Denny for the English Middleweight title. On the 

under card form the Midlands we had four fighters in the 

home corner with two fighters having 4 round fights one 

having a six rounder and one having a eight. Doing the four 

rounder’s you had the talented Danny Quartermaine and 

Scott Melvin, doing the six rounder you had Idris Virgo and 

doing the eight was the hard-hitting Kaisee Benjamin. 

 

Kicking off the show you had the talented Danny 

Quartermaine making his debut on a Hennessy Sports 

Promotion show. He was taking on the tough journeyman 

Dean Jones in a four-round contest with Quartermaine 

coming in 9 stone 8 and Jones coming in 9 stone 9 in the 

lightweight division with Kevin Parker refereeing. 

Quartermaine was very busy at the start of the first round 

putting in nice combinations together with great 

movement, Jones battled hard but it was Quartermaine’s 

round. In the second Quartermaine continued his good 

work picking his shots well as Jones covered up well and 

fought back when he could. Quartermaine controlled the ring in the third as Jones hung in there but was getting 

out boxed especially on the inside with Quartermaine bang in good shots. Quartermaine picked up the pace in the 

final round and started to bang in some heavy shots especially to the body of Jones, fair play to Jones for seeing 

the final bell. 

 

Ref Kevin Parke scored it 40 to 36 Quartermaine I had it the same. 

 

Next on the card was another Hennessy debutant with 

the highly rated Scott Melvin taking on Matar Sambou 

in a 4 rounder in the super Lightweight division. Melvin 

weighed in 10 stone dead with Sambou coming in 10 

stone 2 with Shaun Messer reffing. 

Quite start to the first round as both fighters gad a look 

at each other, Melvin let his hands go in the second 

part of the round with Sambou fighting back hard 

showing he wasn’t here to make up the numbers, but 

Melvin edged the round. Melvin got on the front foot 

from the start of the second and pushed Sambou back 

with some great combinations, Sambou came back 

near the end of the round but Melvin won it. Melvin got 

some cracking combinations off at the start of the third but then was warned for a low blow, Sambou got some 

good shots off in the middle part of the round but Melvin finished the round strong to win it. In the final round 

Melvin moved well as he picked his shots well as Sambou pressed him all the way. 

 

Ref Shaun Messer scored it 40 to 36 Melvin, I had it the same. 
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The next Midlands fighter on the card was Idris Virgo who took on 

Gregory Trenel in a six-round contest in the Super Middleweight 

division. Virgo weighed in 11 stone 13 while Trenel came in 11 stone 11 

with Shaun Messer refereeing. 

Scrappy first round with Virgo being warned for hitting around the back 

of the head, Virgo just edged it. The second was another scrappy round 

with Trenel getting some good shots off Virgo came back with some 

nice shots to win the round. Trenel continued to mess Virgo around 

taunting him and living up to his crazy image, Virgo stuck to his boxing 

and got some good shots off to win the round.  

Virgo banged in some big shots in the fourth as Trenel mocked ‘The 

Body Breaker’ shots but Virgo won the round. The fifth round was like a 

really bad white-collar fight as both fighters held and looked tired with 

both missing with sloppy punches with Trenel nicked it. The sixth 

started like a good white collar fight as Virgo rushed out throwing swinging lefts and rights catching Trenel and 

rocked him. Virgo continued to bang in shots but missed a lot and looked tired with Trenel seeing the round out. 

 

Ref Shaun Messer scored the fight 60 to 54 Virgo I had it 59 to 57 Virgo. 

 

Finishing off the undercard for the Midlands lads you had the hard-

hitting Kaisee Benjamin who was taking on Andrea’s Maier in and 

eight round contest in the welterweight division. Benjamin weighed 

in 10 stone 1 with Maier coming in 10 stone 2 with Shaun Messer 

refereeing. 

Benjamin boxed well behind his jab in the first banging in some 

nice shots to the head and body to win the round. Benjamin let his 

hands go in the second and went to the head and body well, as he 

took control of the fight. Maier had a go at the start of the third but 

Benjamin went though the gears and banged in some cracking 

combinations to win the round. 

Benjamin moved well in the fourth and got some sharp shots off to 

head and body with Maier battling back but he was hurt by 

Benjamin’s body shots. Benjamin came out with intent in the fifth and went to the head and body well with some 

viscous shots. He dropped Maier with an evil left then right body shots with Maier some how getting up. The ref let 

him carry on and Benjamin went back to work banging in big shots to the head and body with the body shots 

doing the damage dropping Maier again with the ref stopping the fight. 

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

What a great undercard for the Hennessy Sports show at the Skydome, we will start 

with the two debutants. Both fighters showed why they have been given the 

opportunity to show there skills on a big show with excellent performance’s. I have 

said on a number of occasions that Quartermaine is looking like a great prospect and I 

really like the way he boxes, I look forward to seeing him box again. I have talked 

about Melvin since he was an amateur and he is progressing well and showing that he 

will be destined to fight for titles in the future. 

Virgo hot the job done in his six rounder against a very tricky opponent, this was the 

first fight he has fought with a fighter with a positive record so this was a definite step 

up. He got the job done and moves to 11 wins and one draw and there are rumours 

that he could be fighting unbeaten Nathan Heaney, I honestly think he is not ready for Heaney but if Virgo could 

beat the Hitman that would be a massive statement and people would gave to take him seriously. 

Kasiee Benjamin show his quality in this fight with some great boxing. His shot picking was fantastic and his body 

shots where evil with a great stoppage to end the fight. He is looking to move down to super lightweight and I think 

he will be even more dangerous at that weight. The Bbcolumn has always call Benjamin ‘The Hard Hitting’ but we 

will now be calling Kaisee ‘The Real Body Breaker’ after this performance 
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Pitters Claims WBC Title 

Hennessy Sports (13.11.21) 

 

 

Birmingham's Shakan Pitters was part of a great joint main event on the 

Hennessy Sports show that was aired live on Channel 5 (13.11.21). Pitters 

(32) took on Reece Cartwright (27) in a 10-round contest with the WBC 

International Light Heavyweight title on the line. Pitters weighed in 12 stone 5 

with Cartwright coming in 12 stone 6 with A star ref John Latham reffing. 

 

 

 

Both fighters started fast getting good 

shots off, Cartwright pressed forward well 

and got some good shots off, Pitters 

countered well on the back foot winning 

the round. Pitters used his jab well in the 

second but was still trying to find his 

range, Cartwright pressed forward and got 

good shots off with Pitters finishing the 

round well but Cartwright nicked this 

round. Cartwright continued to press forward at the start of the third and was having a lot of joy beating Pitters to 

the jab, Pitters came back strong in the second part of the round to nick it. Quality shots by Pitters in the fourth as 

he picked up the pace and you could see Cartwright was being broken down. Cartwright continued to press and 

had some joy but Pitters won the round. 

Pitters started the fifth round well as he got some 

eye-catching shots off, Cartwright railed in the middle 

of the round and earn a share of it. Great sixth round 

by Pitters as he used his jab and moved to control the 

round and getting great shots off. Cartwright started 

the seventh round strong, pushing Pitters back and 

banging big shots in, Pitters had some joy but 

Cartwright won the round. Pitters showed his class in 

the eighth as he picked his shots well but Cartwright pressed and forced Pitters to the ropes banging in big shots. 

Pitters then caught him with a cracking body shot which hurt Cartwright, Pitters then let a left and right go putting 

Cartwright down heavy. Cartwright managed to get to his feet but the ref waved off the fight 3 minutes into the 

eighth. 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

Massive congratulations to Shakan Pitters for a fantastic 

victory against a very tough opponent in Reece Cartwright. 

Shakan was asked a lot of questions in this fight by Cartwright 

and I have to say as a Shakan Pitters fan there were times I 

was worried about the result. Shakan ticked a lot of boxes 

tonight fighting on the back foot then pressing the fight when 

the time came getting a sensational stoppage. He is now the 

owner of a WBC title and with this belt will get a WBC ranking 

and this will open a lot of doors for him. This was an exciting 

and excellent fight and will be a contender for the Bbcolumn 

fight of the year. Shakan will be making an appearance at the 

60 rounds of sparring event on Sunday 21st of November and hopefully brings his belt along, I look forward to 

seeing him there. 
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Controversial Draw For English Title 

Hennessy Sports Show (3.11.21) 

 

 

 

There was controversy in the second main event of a pack card at the 

Skydome arena Coventry on the Hennessy Sports show which was 

aired live on Channel 5 (13.11.9). Coventry’s River Wilson-Bent (27) 

was taking on BcB's Tyler Denny (30) for the vacant English 

Middleweight title in a 10-round contest. Both fighters weighed in 11 

stone 5 with Ian John Lewis refereeing the fight in this very heated 

match. 

 

 

Wilson-Bent started the first round well using his jab well and 

getting some nice one two’s off, Denny had some joy near the 

end but Wilson-Bent won the round. Great one, twos from 

Wilson-Bent at the start of the second, again Denny got some 

good shots off in the middle part of the round but Wilson-Bent 

finished the round stronger. Wilson-Bent’s jab was the key to 

him winning the third round with Denny some great shots off 

but all in singles, Wilson-Bent the clear winner. Great 

movement by both fighters in the fourth with Wilson-Bent 

winning the round with his jab. 

 

Wilson-Bent worked well behind the jab in the fifth but Denny closed 

the gap well and got some good body shots in to win the round. 

Wilson-Bent started the sixth round well and rocked Denny with a 

cracking one, two, Denny returned fire with a viscous right and left 

that seemed to open a cut above Wilson-Bent’s left eye. The ref had 

the doctor have a look at it and said he could carry on, Denny then 

poured on the pressure to win the round. Less than a minute gone in 

the seventh the ref stopped the fight due to the cut above Wilson-

Bent’s left eye and had deemed it a clash of heads. This meant that it 

had to go to the judges score cards. 

John Latham scored it 67 to 67 draw, Shaun Messer had it 68 to 65 

Wilson-Bent and Kevin Parker had it 67 to 66 Denny deeming the 

fight a technical draw. I scored the fight 67 to 66 Wilson-Bent. 

 

 

 

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

Firstly, what a great fight this was and it was a shame that it ended the way that 

it did. I have to be honest when Wilson-Bent sustained the cut above his eye I 

did thing it was from a punch and was quite surprised when it was deemed a 

clash of head as the ref did not say anything to the corners at the end of the 

sixth. On my card I had Wilson-Bent just edging it but with that cut if it had of 

carried on I think Denny would have came back into it. This was a very 

controversial decision and I think Wilson-Bent got a touch here but to me that is 

not a bad thing. What it dies mean is that these two warriors will have to do it all 

over again, and I can say now I can’t wait for that one. Hopefully Wilson-Bent’s 

eye heals well and they can get it on again very soon. 
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Elite Pro Fitness Gym 

 

 

 

Elite Pro Fitness was formed in 2010, Head coach Ian 

Walker became the proprietor of Elite Pro Fitness after 

training people at various other gyms and with 20 years 

experience of coaching and developing white collar boxers 

and amateur boxers he then progressed onto getting his 

professional coaching licence to continue the journey on 

the growth of his fighters. This included helping past and 

present fighters like Lennox Clarke, Kane Baker and 

Daryle Pearce and various other fighters. 

 

 

He then kept the passion of boxing in his family by 

passing his experience and knowledge gained by 

training and developing his son Luke Walker who 

went onto being a unbeaten professional boxer .  

On the growth of Elte Pro Fitness Ian then began to 

do more and more 1-2-1 training with clients and his 

amateur boxing team.  

 

 

He has recently started his professional stable with professional boxers Nathen Stevens , Krabia Khan and Daryle 

Pearce.  

 

So for all aspects of boxing training ,general fitness and strength and conditioning do not hesitate to get in touch 
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England Awaits 

TOP 27.11.21 

 

 

Tommy Owens Promotions held there final show of the year with a jam packed card with an English title as the 

main event. The main event was contested by Sam Gilley from London taking on Evaldas Korsakas from Hull and 

was for the English Super Welterweight title. Gilley won the title with a fourth-round knockout with a big left body 

shot. He will now be taking on Drew Brown in 2022 where he will have to defend his title. 

On the undercard you had seven fights with 5 of them being over 4 three-minute rounds a 2 over six. In the four 

rounders’ you had Tom Cashmore, Elliott Sowe, Bradley Goldsmith and Ishmael Ellis all fighting from the home 

corner. There was also a 50/50 fight with Tyler Christopher taking on debutant Muhammad Hussain. In the six 

round contests you had in the home corners, Matt ‘Swiggy’ Craddock and Tom Silcox, referees on the night for the 

undercard where Chris Dean and Shaun Messer. 

Ring Girls on the night where Megan and Scarlet. 

 

The first fight of the night was Tom Cashmore from Walsall taking on ’The Bandit’ Josh Hodgins from Birmingham 

in the super Welterweight divsion, Cashmore came in 10 stone 8 and Hodgins came in 10 stone 12 with Chris 

Dean Reffing. 

 

 

 

Cashmore used his jab well to control the first round, Hodgins 

came back with some nice shots but Cashmore won the round 

on work rate and the eye-catching shots. In the second Hodgins 

had a right go and really put it on Cashmore. Cashmore had to 

work hard to get a share of the round.  

Cracking third round with both fighters going toe to toe, Hodgins 

put some good combinations together but Cashmore nicked the 

round. Total war in the final round as both fighters left it all in the 

ring, Hodgins pressed and got some big shots off, Cashmore 

came back but Hodgins won the round. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref Chris Dean scored it 39 to 37 to Cashmore I had it 39 to 38 Cashmore. 
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Next up was D&A gyms fighter Elliot Sowe taking on Qusim Hussain in the super Middleweight division. Sowe 

weighed in 10 stone six with Hussain coming in 11 stone 6, reffing this fight was Shaun Messer. 

 

 

Nice movement and shot picking by Sowe as Hussain tried to 

land a big overhand right, with Sowe winning the round with 

ease. The second round was another good one with great shot 

picking by Sowe as Hussain tried to land a big overhand right as 

it seemed that, that was all Hussain had. Sowe controlled the 

third round and the pace as he moved well around the ring 

picking nice combinations off to win the round with ease. The 

final round was controlled by Sowe as Hussain poised and joked 

his way around the ring to see the round out. 

 

 

Ref Shaun Messers scored it 40 to 36 I had it the same. 

 

 

 

 

Third on the card we had Bradley Goldsmith who was taking on Elvis Dube in the Cruiserweight division with Chris 

Dean reffing. 

 

Goldsmith moved well as he eased his way into the round putting nice 

combinations together, Dube coved up well and Sowe won the round. 

Goldsmith again controlled the pace in the second as Dube was tucking 

up well as he took combinations after combinations from Goldsmith. 

Goldsmith started to go though the gears in the third putting nice 

combinations together eventually dropping Dube with a lovely straight 

left hand. The ref started to count and Dube got to his feet at the count 

of eight, he was than allowed to continue but the writing was on the wall 

as Goldsmith put his shots together and put Dube down again he 

managed to get back to his feet but the ref waved the fight off 2 minutes 

and 11 seconds into the round. 

 

 

Fourth on the card another D&A fighter Ishmael Ellis took on Lee Devine in the super Lightweight division. Ellis 

weighed in 9 stone 13 with Device coming in the same with Shaun Messer reffing. 

 

Ellis started fast and worked well behind his jab banging in some nice 

combinations to win the round with ease. Ellis worked well on the inside 

in the second getting some nice shots off to the body, Devine did what 

he could but Ellis was in complete control. Ellis continued to work the 

body well in the third and moved in and out picking nice combinations 

on the way winning the round. Ellis let his hands go in the last round as 

Devine had a go back as he cursed to victory. 

 

 

 

Shaun Messer scored it 40 to 36 I had it the same. 
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Fifth on the card was the first six rounder of the night with Matt Craddock taking on the tough southpaw Steven 

Jackson at super-bantamweight. Craddock weighed in 8 stone 6 with Jackson coming in 8 stone seven with Chris 

Dean reffing. 

 

Both fighters just seemed to be feeling each 

other out with Craddock just edging it. The 

second was a close round with both fighters 

having joy and getting good shots off. 

Craddock picked up the pace in the third and 

went body and head well with everything 

coming behind his jab, there was also a 

accidental clash of heads which left Craddock 

with a cut above his right eye.  

Craddock worked well behind a long jab in the 

fourth picking some nice combinations, but 

right at the end of the round Craddock was 

caught with a lovely left hand that knocked 

him back and off balance with the bell ringing 

soon after. The fifth was a battling round with 

Jackson having joy and getting some good shots off and just edged the round. Jackson went for it in the final 

round and banged in some cracking combinations as Craddock battled hard but lost the round. 

 

Ref Chris Dean had it 58 to 56 to Craddock I had it 59 to 56 to Cradock. 

 

 

Sixth on the calendar was a 50/50 contest between D&A’s Tyler Christopher taking on Mohamed Hussain in the 

Super Welterweight division in a four-round contest. Christopher weighed in 10 stone 7 with Hussain coming in 10 

stone 11 with Shaun Messer reffing. 

 

Christopher controlled the first round 

with nice southpaw jabs using good 

footwork and great combinations to 

win the round, Hussain had the odd 

spurt of joy to the delight of his 

cheering fans but Christopher won 

the round. Hussain came out 

swinging in the second but was 

swinging at air as Christopher slipped 

and controlled with great shots to win 

the round. Hussain had not learned 

from the last round in the third and 

came out swinging again but was 

mostly missing and getting countered 

by Christopher who won the round 

with ease. Hussain hand some joy in the final round pressing and got some big shots off, Christopher got his 

range and worked well behind the jab holding and spoiling like an old pro to see the fight out. 

 

The ref Shaun Messer had it 39 to 38 to Christopher, I had it 40 to 37 Christopher. 
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The final contest on the undercard was the return of Tom Silcox 

who took on MJ Hall in a 6-round contest in the Super 

Welterweight division. Silcox weighed in 10 stone 8 with Hall 

came in the same , referee was Chris Dean. 

 

 

 

 

Silcox went though the gears in the first round as he worked Hall’s head and body with great combinations to win 

the round. Silcox went to the body with viscous intent in the second as Hall was already in survival mode, great 

combinations by Silcox to win the round. Silcox continued to hand 

out a beat down in the third as every shot seemed to have intent 

behind it, fair play to Hall who stood strong and took everything 

Silcox had to see the end of the round.  

Silcox continued to smash in shots into the body the fourth as Hall 

stood strong. Silcox was warned for hiding around the back of the 

head but when they continued so did the beat down with Silcox 

winning with ease. Silcox kept smashing in big shots to the body 

and got some eye-catching uppercuts and dominated the round. 

Silcox started head hunting in the final round which gave Hall’s 

body a break, Hall moved well and managed to see the final bell. 

 

Chris Dean scored the fight 59 to 55 Silcox I had it 60 to 64 Silcox 

 

Dexter’s Thoughts  

What a packed card tonight was, if you are wondering where the main event is there 

were no Midland’s fighters involved so not wasting my time.  

The first fight of the night was a cracker Cashmore was definitely 

Put though his paces tonight by the always game Josh Hodgins. I honestly bereave 

if Hodgins believed in himself, he could emulate his stable mate ‘The 0-Taker’ Ben 

Fields. As for Cashmore I thought he boxed a good fight against a very tough 

opponent and was a deserved winner. 

Elliot Sowe look very good tonight as he took on Hussain who was a stone heavier 

than Sowe. Sowe picked his shots well and will only get better as he gains 

experience as he has more fights definitely one to watch out for. 

Goldsmith looked very impressive as he won by stoppage against a very tough 

opponent, it was the first time I had saw him box and I have to say I was very 

impressed and look forward to seeing him again. 

Great to see Ishmael Ellis in the ring again and he looked in great form in this four round contest, rumour has it he 

is set to fight for the Midlands title again and will be hoping its third time lucky. 

Swiggy had a great battle against a tough opponent and came though it with flying Colours. Swiggy must now 

have his eye on a Midlands title and fingers crossed he gets a shot in 2022. 

Tyler Christopher looked fantastic tonight against a debut opponent who came to win, he showed great movement 

and shot picking and I think this kid could have a great future, and one to watch. 

Tom Silcox made a massive statement tonight with a great performance against a tough opponent, I have it on 

good authority that Silcox will be taking on ‘The 0-Taker’ Ben Fields for the super Lightweight Midlands area title 

early in the new year. Now this is a big step up for the ‘Silk’ but it is what he needs to progress, but he has 

something that Mr Fields loves an unbeaten record, I’m really looking forward to this fight especially after Silcox’s 

display tonight. 

 

Many thanks to Tommy Owens Promotions for having the Column at there show . 
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Draw on Poland For D’Animal  

 

‘D’Animal’ Andrew Robinson went on the 

road to Radomsko, Poland (26,11,21) to 

take on Danian Jonak in the Middleweight 

division. This was the second time 

Robinson had fought Jonak as he had 

beaten him before in Poland in April 2019 in 

a 8 round split decision win. There latest 

contest was over 8 rounds again with both 

fighters coming in 11 stone 9. The fight its 

self was a battling one with a lot of the 

people watching thinking Robinson was 

edging it after breaking Jonak's nose and 

really put him though the mill. After the fight 

had finished the score cards said with two 

of the judges having it 76 to 76 draw with 

one having it 77 to 75 Jonak with the fight 

being deemed a majority draw.  

 

Dexter’s Thought’s  

 

All I can say getting a draw in Poland as an away fighter is like getting a 

win, I sure if there was anyway they could have gave it Jonak they would 

have. I have talked to Robinson a few days after the show and as much as 

he was dispirited in the result, he was no surprised. Robinson and his DnA, 

will wipe themselves down and will be ready to go again when another 

opportunity presents himself. I look forward to see D’Animal eat again very 

soon. 
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Christmas Cracker 

BcB 2.12.21 
 

 

 

 

The first of five December festive fight nights under the BCB Promotions banner took 

place at the Holiday Inn Birmingham City Centre last night (Thursday, 2nd December) 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruthless Ryan Kelly topped in a scheduled six round contest 

against Bulgarian Iliyan Markov. The Birmingham Middleweight 

returned from a two-year boxing sabbatical in October and once 

again got valuable ring time under his belt. The John Costello 

trained fighter is targeting titles in 2022 and looked sharp and ready 

against a tough opponent in Markov. 

Kelly picked his shots well and caught Markov with a beautiful body 

shot at the end of the fourth, doubling the Bulgarian up as he took 

an 8 count before being saved by the bell. Kelly continued to pour 

forward in the fifth and dropped Markov twice with stinging shots 

before referee-for-the-evening Kevin Parker waved off the contest. 

 

Birmingham’s Brandon Jones opened the show with a 40-36 victory over Wolverhampton’s Antony Woolery. 

Light heavyweight Jones, one of three John Costello fighters on the bill, will have learned a lot from the four 

rounder against the tough and experienced Woolery. Brandon moved to 2-0 with his win. 

 

Brandon’s cousin, Troy Jones, also trained by Costello, followed suit with an identical 40-36 win to also move to 2-

0. Troy took on Plymouth’s Christian Hoskin-Gomez in what was a very entertaining bout. With his obvious height 

and reach advantage, the Brummie super middleweight looked to keep it long but Hoskin-Gomez closed the gap 

and the pair went toe-to-toe for the majority of the four rounds. 

 

WBO and IBF Super Flyweight Champion, Ijaz Ahmed, made light work of Spain’s Alejandro Torres in a 

scheduled 6x3’s. ‘Jazzy’ was due to face Quaise Khademi for a third time after beating and drawing with the 

Londoner. The British Title was set to be on the line once again but an injury to Khademi has led to the fight being 

postponed until 2022. 

BCB trained Ahmed took the chance to get some rounds under his belt. Catching Torres at will, Ahmed dropped 

the Spaniard in the fourth and put him away with a flurry of spiteful shots that led to Parker rightly waving this one 

off 36 seconds into the fifth round. 

 

 

 

Wednesbury light heavyweight, Josh Stokes, made a welcome return to the 

ring after a four-year absence. 

Trained by Richie Ghent, Stokes blew away the ring rust against Spaniard 

Jonathan Castano who retired on his stool at the end of the second round. 

Stokes caught his opponent with a huge right hook in that second round 

which Castano never fully recovered from. 
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Cooper Stopped in WBC title Fight 

 

Walsall born Shaun Cooper took on the 

unbeaten Sam Noakes for the vacant WBC 

International lightweight weight title. The fight 

was live on BT sports (4.12.21) at the Copper 

box arena London on the undercard of the 

Arthur v Yarde contest promoted by 

Queensberry promotions. The title was 

scheduled for 10 rounds with Noakes (24) who 

was unbeaten in 7 weighing in 9 stone 8 and 

Cooper (25) coming in 9 stone 7. 

Cooper boxed well on the back foot and was 

making it difficult for Noakes to get any clean 

shots off, but Noakes was well a head after six 

rounds due to his work rate. Cooper started to 

come into the fight in the seventh and eight 

and you could make can argument he had 

edged them. Coopers corner asked him to pick 

it up for the last 2 rounds as they knew he was 

behind, Cooper did just that and came out for 

the ninth getting some good shots off, Noakes 

matched him and had Cooper down early in 

the round with a flurry of shots. Cooper got to 

his feet and seemed OK. Cooper was allowed 

to continue but Noakes just poured the 

pressure on getting some good shots off with 

Ref Ian John Lewis stepping in and stopping the contest 1 minute 35 second into the ninth to the complaints of 

Cooper who seemed OK to continue. 

 

 

Dexter’s Thoughts 

 

 

 

Great effort by Cooper and his team tonight he boxed well on the back foot and 

made it hard for Noakes to catch him clean. But while he avoided Noakes shot he 

was not doing enough to win the rounds and when Cooper did pressure it played 

into Noakes hands. This fight was always set up for Noakes to win and Cooper in 

the away corner put in a great effort against a fighter with the backing of 

Queensberry Promotions behind him. I’m sure Cooper will come again and learn 

from this defeat and I and see him contesting for more titles in his future. 
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BBColumn Awards 2021 

 

 

 

The Bbcolumn Awards are now entering there sixth year and 

celebrate the achievements of boxers from Birmingham and the 

Black Country. The award consists of three main parts ‘Boxers to 

watch’ which puts the light on new and rising talent the Column has 

been privileged to see. You then have ‘Fight of the year’ which say 

what it’s for in the title, then there’s the big one ‘Boxer of the Year’ 

which again speaks for itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Boxers to Watch’ 

 
There has been some great talent coming though the 

ranks this year and I am thankful I have got to report on 

there journeys from the start. We start with an Eastside 

gym Boxer Scott Melvin, this 21-year-old smashed it in 

the amateurs and is doing the same in the pros. He has 

fought 3 times so far and has not just won them all but 

looked good doing it, he stopped his first opponent in the 

first round but he has really shown his class in the two 

fights that have went the distance. He has already been 

on a big show being on the undercard of a Hennessy 

show in November of this year, and I’m sure this is just 

the start of this talented fights journey. 

Next we have Danny Quartermaine, the Leamington 

spar fighter is four with out defeat and is yet to lose a 

round. The 24-year-old has showcased his talent on the 

Tommy Owens Promotions shows with his last fight being on the same undercard as Melvin’s on the Hennessy 

Sports Promotion show that was live on channel five. Quartermaine it a very slick and talented Boxer and I am 

looking to see how far he can go in the lightweight division. 

Next, we have two exciting fighters that come from the same gym, DnA Boxing gym have produced two exciting 

fighters that in my opinion have bright futures ahead of them. We start with Welterweight Elliot Sowe he has had 

two contests and won both of them, he had a hard debut against the tough come forward fighter Josh Hodgins but 

shone in his second fight. In his second contest he took on veteran Journeyman Qasim Hussain where he boxed 

well behind a very good jab, listen to his corner and won every one of the four rounds against a very unpredictable 

opponent. I can see him making waves in the Welterweight division in the future. 

Finally, we have DnA’s Tyler Christopher, the 25-year-old Welterweight has won both of his two contests and also 

had a hard debut against Josh Hodgins. The Bermuda born fighter who now resides in Birmingham put on a 

fantastic display in his second contest against a very tough debutant who had loads of support and had came to 

win. Christopher boxed like a seasoned Pro emulating Muhammad Ali as his opponent pressed and pressured 

him in a Frazer like style, Christopher looks like a very exciting prospect. 

 

 

Boxers to watch 

Danny Quartermaine, Scott Melvin, Elliott Sowe, Tyler Christopher 
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Fight of the Year 

 

I have picked three fights from this year, but to tell you the truth there is only one that stands head and shoulders 

above the rest. 

 

We start with Lennox Clarke against Willy Hutchinson for the British 

Super Middleweight title. Everyone and his gran thought Hutchinson was 

going to claim the title easily but no one had informed Lennox Clarke and 

his BcB team. Clarke matched Hutchinson for the first four rounds and in 

the fifth round Clarke cut Hutchinson above the left eye and then 

dropped him with a cracking right - left combinations with the ref stopping 

the fight and Clarke winning the title. This may have been cut short but it 

was a devastating finish by Clarke. 

 

 

Also, Shakan Pitters against Reece Cartwright for the 

WBC International Light-Heavyweight title was a 

cracker. Cartwright put on a great display and was 

really testing Pitters resolve as he came forward and 

got some big shots off. Pitters stayed cool and stuck 

to his plan eventually dropping Cartwright with a lovely 

right in the eighth prior to the fight being stopped. This 

was a cracking contest and is well worth a mention. 

 

The winner of Fight of the year has got to go to Sam Eggington, he 

defended his WBC Silver Middleweight title against Bilel Jkitou, this fight 

went back and fourth and could have been fought in a phone boxes. 

Eggington was cut above his right eye but came out the victor winning 

the contest on a split decision. This was an unbelievable contest that 

could have graced a Hollywood movie and was aired at the Moonlight 

cinema at the custard factory Birmingham and is a worthy winner. 

 

 

 

Fight of the Year 

Sam Eggington v Bilel Jkitou 
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Boxer of the Year 

 

We have narrowed it down to five fighters but there can only be one! 

So, in no particular order we have the short list of 

Sam Eggington, Lennox Clarke, Shakan Pitters, Liam Davies and IJaz Ahmed. 

 

Lennox’s was crowned super Middleweight British champ at the start of the year with a sensational stoppage 

victory against Willy Hutchinson where not many people gave him a chance. He won this award back in 2018 and 

was a strong candidate to win it a second time but I feel the winner of the award just did a bit more in the year. 

 

Shakan Pitters claimed a WBC title and has shown great intestinal fortitude to come back better and stronger after 

his first defeat again Richards. This is the second year he has came close to winning this award but unfortunately 

it is not his year.  

 

Liam Davies has had an amazing year winning three fights in 2021 after claiming the English title late in 2020. 

Davies’s final fight of the year was a unanimous points victory beating Dixon Flores for the WBC International 

silver super-bantamweight title. He is well worth a mention and I can see him winning this award in the near future. 

 

Just missing out was Ijaz Ahmed, he won two European titles was entered into the Bbcolumn ‘Hall of Fame’ and 

contested a draw for the British Flyweight title, he was a big shout for the award but there was one fighter who 

stood out for me. 

 

So, the winner of the BBColumn ‘Boxer of the Year’ goes to ‘The Savage’ Sam Eggington. Since Eggington 

leaving Matchroom and moved to Hennessy Sports Promotions he has had three great contests live on Channel 

five. In May of this year Eggington claimed the WBC Silver Middleweight title beating Carlos Molina in a 

unanimous decision. He then had the fight of the year against an unbeaten Bilel Jkitou in an toe too toe battle with 

Eggington defending his title winning via split decision. The WBC Silver belt is one off the WBC World title and 

Eggington has now the potential to get a world title shot next year. This is why I am happy to announce that Sam 

Eggington is the Bbcolumn Boxer of the Year 2021. 

 

 

Boxer Of the Year 2021 

Sam ‘The Savage’ Eggington 
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